The reader is referred to Chapter 1 of [11] for all categorical definitions; e.g., inverse system, terminal object, inverse limit.
If Under the usual definitions of composition and identities, there is a category, denoted inv (J^), whose objects are inverse systems in jy and whose morphisms are morphisms of inverse systems. The reader will note that this category is not the category used by Mardesic and Segal [6] . It is not difficult to show that if f:X-+Y and g}Y-*Z are morphisms of inverse systems and if X^, Y^ and Z^ -lim ^ exist then (gf)^ = g^f^.
An ANRsystem is an inverse system X = {(X a , x a ) 9 P αα ,, A} in the category of pointed topological spaces where A is closure-finite (i.e., for every a e A, the set of predecessors of a is finite) and each X a is a compact ANR for normal spaces. This definition differs from that usually given in that the authors in [6] required each X a to be compact ANR for metric spaces. This condition is easily relaxed; as was done in [5] . As in [5] , we use notions and results from [6] in this setting without specific citations.
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If X is a compact Hausdorfϊ space, x o eXa M, an inclusion ANRsystem in M associated with (X, x 0 ) is an ANR-system X = {(X α , x 0 ), i aa ,, A} associated with (X, x 0 ) where (1) each X a is a neighborhood of X in M (2) X=Γi*.AXa ( 3) if a <Z a' then i aa ,: {X a , 9 x 0 ) -> (X α , α? 0 ) is an inclusion map. If A = N (the set of natural numbers) then X is said to be an inclusion ANRsequence and is denoted X = {(X k9 #<>), i kk >}. If X is contained in a parallelotope JP = Πwe* I ω , ZB = Λ then [5] (X, α? 0 ) has an associated inclusion ANR-system (sequence if Ω is countable).
Another useful category is the category of ANR-systems, developed by Mardesic and Segal in [6] . The objects of this category are ANRsystems X = {(X α , x a ) 9 P aa ,, A} (recall our definition differs somewhat from that used in [6] ). A morphism in this category f: X-+Y = { (Yb, Vb) , Qbb', B}> called a map of systems, consists of an increasing function /: B-* A and a collection of maps (i.e., continuous functions)
i.e., the diagram Λ' commutes up to homotopy.
2. The shape groups* In [6] , Mardesic and Segal define the concept of homotopy between two maps of systems. To be more precise, two maps of systems /, g: X-+Y are said to be homotopic, written/ = g, provided that for every beB there is an αeA,α^ / (&), g(b) , such that f b Pf {b )a = 9bP 9 (b)a' Noting the similarities between the category inv (jy) and the category of ANR-systems one can define a similar relation in inv (J^).
Let Szf be a category. Two morphisms f,g:
The relation ~ is an equivalence relation.
Proof. The proof is as in Theorem 2 of [6] . Proof. See Theorem 3 of [6] . Mardesic and Segal have shown in [6] (z, β0 ) and (/#),*, = /^g^. Corollary 2.7 also shows that the nth shape group is a shape invariant. It is shown in §3 that this definition of π n extends that given by Borsuk in [1] .
Proof. The collection of maps p a : (X, aj 0 ) -> (X α , x a ) induces homomorphisms (p a )*: π n (X, x Q ) -> ττ u (X α , a? β ) such that if a ^ α' then (^J^ = /°αα'(^αθ* By the universal mapping property of π n (X, x 0 ) there is a unique homomorphism p: τr n (X, x 0 ) ->π w (X, ^0) such that for all αei, THEOREM 2.9. 1/ Xe AiVi? tΛen ττ w (X, x 0 ) ^ π n {X, x 0 ).
Proof. Since X e ANR, there is a special ANR-system X = 1 Note the nth shape group is actually an isomorphism class of groups.
SHAPE GROUPS AND PRODUCTS
has as inverse limit the group π n (X, x 0 
Proof. Assume XaF and X = {(X a , x 0 ), i aa ,, A} is an inclusion ANR-system associated with (X, x Q ). For each aeA let X α0 denote the component of X a containing x 0 . Since a compact ANR is locally contractible, it is locally path connected. It follows that each X a0 is a compact path connected ANR.
Claim.
X o = {(X α0 , #o), iα' U α ' o , ^4.} is an inclusion ANR-system associated with (X o , x 0 ). It suffices to show that X o = Πae A X a o Certainly X o c Παe^Xαo since X o a compact connected subset of F implies that if N is any neighborhood of X o there is a path connected neighborhood Uof X o such that UaN.
Let x e Γ\ae A X^ --XΌ Then x e X -X o so let Xi denote the component of X to which x belongs. Then there are disjoint open sets U θ9 Z7i such that J7< Π X -X* (i -0, 1). Since JP is normal, there are open sets F o , V x such that X; c V t c F 4 c ϋi (i = 0,1).
is an αei such that X α c F. Now X α0 c F o and xe V x a contradiction since F o Π ^ = 0. Thus X o = f) a eA X a o and the claim is proven. By a well-known theorem, π n (X a , x 0 ) -π n (X aQ , x Q ) so that π n (X) = τr w (X 0 ). It follows then that π n (X 9 x 0 ) -π n (X 0 , x 0 (-3Γ, #i) 3* Equivalence of the inverse limit and Borsuk's definition of π n . Let X be a compact metric space and x Q eX.
Assume that X is embedded in Q (Hubert cube). Let (S, a) denote the pointed ndimensional sphere. An approximative map of (S, a) toward (X, x 0 ), Thus each X k is a group homomorphism.
We will now show that (π$(X, α? 0 ), {λ t }) is a terminal object in the category inv (π n (X)) [9] , from which it will follow by uniqueness of inverse limit that πi(X, x 0 ) ^ π» (X, x o First, {£*, (S, α) -> (X, x 0 )} is an approximative map of (S, a) toward (X 9 x 0 ). [F , σ) as the product map Π fiar Π^j P -3Γ/i(^))-^Π^pϊ r i αj . One then checks that if (F, σ) ^ (F', σ') then /(F, σ) ^ /(F', σ') and ?<F,σ)(F',σ')/<ί ',σ') = /(F,α) (iΠ thβ ANR-SyStβm CaSe, g ( i,, σ )(^, σ θ/(^,αθ = /(F,σ)).
(J is a well-defined function for if f = {ζ k , (S, a) -> (X, x Q )} and |' = {ζ k , (S, a) -> (X,
Thus there is a map /: Π. efl J ω -Π.β.Z". If Z Γ = {^J, r^cr, C Γ }, τ e T, is another family of inverse systems and 0: Ω -> T is a one-to-one function such that for all a) e Ω there is a ^ω: ^( ω) -> X ω then there is a "natural composition" given by φθ: Λ -> Γ and/V U) : Z^( ί) -^Z ; . It is left to the reader to verify that the map determined by the composition is the same as the composition of the respective determined maps.
There is a "natural identity", θ: Ω -> Ω the identity function and each l ω : X° -> X ω the identity map. It is left to the reader to verify that the identity l:Y[ ωeΩ X ω ~-+Y[ ωeΩ X ω is determined by the natural identity.
We now restrict our attention to the ANR-system case when Ω = A and θ is the identity. 
Similarly, (F, cr) :> g(F, σ) . Furthermore,
Thus /sg. [5] Mardesic gives definitions for absolute shape retract (ASR) and absolute neighborhood shape retracts (ANSR). These correspond to Borsuk's FAR and FANRsets, respectively, in the metric case. We will use the following characterizations: A compact Hausdorff space X is an ASR (respectively, ANSR) if there is a compact AR (respectively, ANR) Y and an embedding j: X->Y such that X is a shape retract of Y (see [10] and [5] 6* Products and shape groups* An inspection of Theorem 4.1 shows that the proof does not involve the fact that each X ω is a topological space. It remains valid, for example, whenever the objects are groups. This fact together with the fact that the (usual) homotopy group of a product is the direct product of the (usual) homotopy groups of its factors, [11] Note. In recent correspondence M. Moszyήska indicated that she has defined the concept of "limit homotopy groups" which correspond to our definition of the shape groups. Her approach, to appear in [8] and [9] , is more categorical than ours. For completeness we have included our definition and proof that the shape are isomorphic to Borsuk's fundamental groups. The approach to the latter (Theorem 3.1) is somewhat different than the approach she used (see [9] ).
